Introduction
The smart materials field has worked for decades to develop active materials that are simultaneously capable of large strains (tens to hundreds of a per cent), useful force generation (tens to hundreds of newtons), and complex distributed actuation across a surface or throughout a structure. Unfortunately, smart materials that have large strains (greater than 100%), such as electroactive polymers and piezopolymers, have low forces (in the millinewton range) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Alternatively, materials capable of modest force generation typically suffer small strains: 0.1-0.2% for piezoceramics, 1-2% for single crystals, 4-8% for shape memory alloys (SMAs), and 3-5% for ferromagnetic SMAs [7] [8] [9] [10] . Substantial research has been conducted on architectural strain amplification strategies of modest force smart materials. Most of the work has been conducted on piezoelectrics using internal [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , external [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , and frequency [24, 25] leveraging architectural approaches. Architectural enhancements for SMAs have been limited to simple spring configurations-coil, leaf, torsion helical, and torsion tubes [26, 27] -because connection of the SMA to external structures poses challenges. While architectural strain amplification strategies have provided improved stroke over that of the bulk smart materials, obtaining large strains with reasonable force generation is still difficult even though smart materials have high energy densities.
An additional difficulty is in creating large complex distributed shape changes. Most existing shape change applications have been enabled by incorporating a smart material into a structure through active composites, which embed piezoelectrics [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] or SMAs [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] into a material matrix to produce a functional active structure. Alternatively, shape changes have been attained by using smart materials as the active element in structural mechanisms [28] [29] [30] . These approaches result in smart structures where the smart material supplies the actuation force and the matrix or mechanism produces the desired shape change motion. Utilizing shape change, smart structures have enabled applications such as large-scale morphing wings and active artificial hand prostheses by providing large-scale two-dimensional shape change [62] [63] [64] [65] . Unfortunately, most smart structures tend only to provide simple bending or twisting, and are limited by the large, heavy actuation systems required to work against the structure to provide the necessary shape change.
One potential way to produce complex three-dimensional distributed actuation is to develop cellular and fibrous architectures. While cellular smart material structures have recently been used as passive energy absorbers [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] , only a few of such architectures have been used as actuators. SMA fibers have been woven and knitted into garments to enable the shape to recover when ironed or the sleeves to roll up in response to temperature [57] [58] [59] [60] , and woven through seatbelts to increase the wearer's safety during rapid deceleration [61] . Medical stents also utilize an active fibrous cellular architecture to produce large strains and apply large forces distributed across a three-dimensional surface [66] . The range of performance provided by these basic cellular and fibrous actuation architectures indicates the potential of this architectural approach to create complex motions with simultaneous large strain and force.
A novel architecture strategy, active knits, provides complex three-dimensional distributed actuation motions with expanded operational performance through a hierarchically organized structure of cellular networks of interlacing adjacent loops of a single smart material fiber [67] . Any flexible, smart material fiber that changes in shape or stiffness could be used as the base material for active knitted actuators (although all of the active knits described in this paper were made from SMA wire). The hierarchical knit architecture converts the actuation strains of foundational smart material into very large three-dimensional motions as the textile moves between the hot stiff austenite and cold flexible martensite actuator states. The individual loops within the textile change shape (height, width, curvature), which propagates and amplifies the material strain through the textile. The hierarchical architecture of active knits leverages the bulk material behavior to provide complex three-dimensional actuation motions distributed across a surface or throughout the structure.
To effectively use the active knit technology in applications, a formal language that describes the active knitted architecture needs to be constructed. Additionally, a hierarchical architecture classification is essential to identifying the actuation mechanism and determining the impact of architecture on kinematic actuator performance. Most research on traditional and engineering knitted textiles uses a two-level hierarchy to describe the mechanical response of the textile. The first level of the hierarchy is the knitted loop, which is combined in series and parallel to form the second level, the knit pattern. While this conventional classification has proved useful for traditional engineering knits, it lacks the sophistication and hierarchical levels needed to capture architectural variations that produce the large, complex, three-dimensionally distributed actuation motions that lend particular promise to active knits. To capture the breadth of kinematic actuation motions produced by active knits, the knitted hierarchy must be expanded to four levels that capture (1) multiple types of unit cells, (2) homogeneous distribution of unit cells across the knitting grid of the textile, (3) heterogeneous distribution of unit cells across the knitting grid of the textile, and (4) nonplanar orthogonal knitting grids. This paper establishes a formal hierarchical classification that identifies the actuation mechanism and links the kinematic actuation motion to the hierarchical level, enabling exploration of the full breadth of possible actuator motions. The four-level active knit hierarchy (figure 1) captures the impact of the different levels of the hierarchy on kinematic actuation behavior and presents results of experimental kinematic studies for representative textiles at each level. The first level of the hierarchy is the knitted loop which, as the fundamental unit within a single cell in the knitted grid, leverages bending in the smart material to create larger actuation motions. The second level is the knit pattern in which the loops combine across the knitting grid in different ways, transforming the individual motions of the knitted loops into homogeneous distributed actuation behavior. The third level, grid patterns, combines different regions of knit patterns over the knitting grid to produce complex, potentially non-homogeneous motions. The fourth level, the restructured grid, modifies the orthogonal knitting grid to provide textiles with restructured grids that modify and expand the motions produced at the lower levels of the hierarchy. Each level of the active knit hierarchy provides enhanced sophistication which results in complex, three-dimensionally distributed actuation motions. This classification and illustration of representative active knits provides a useful catalog of a variety of complex motion capabilities and delivers insight that aids in the understanding and design of this new actuation paradigm to meet growing actuation needs. 
Material and methods
While any flexible, smart material fiber that changes in shape or stiffness could be used to create active knitted actuators, each of the active knits described in this paper were made from SMA wire. SMAs utilize the shape memory effect to create temperature-induced solid-state actuators. The shape memory effect exploits the reorientation of internal lattice structure to return a plastically deformed material back to its initial shape when it is heated above its transition temperature [68] . During the typical shape memory process, the material starts in the low temperature, twinned martensite phase. A mechanical load is applied and the material is deformed as the lattice structure reorients to the de-twinned martensite phase. The load is removed and the material is heated above the transition temperature, causing the material to return to its original shape as the lattice structure enters the highly aligned, stiff austenite phase. Upon cooling, the material remains the same shape as the lattice structure shifts into the twinned martensite phase. The material phase change creates useful strains, on the order of 3-8%, during the thermomechanical actuation process [68] .
The experimental characterization technique used for active knitted actuators must account for the two components of the shape memory effect of SMA material: the mechanical loading and the temperature-dependent actuation. The mechanical loading and resulting deformation of the foundational wire are addressed through the active knit manufacturing process. All active knits in this paper were hand knit using traditional knitting techniques with 8-15 mil diameter Dynalloy Flexinol R SMA wire. During the knitting process, the initially straight SMA wire (in the martensite twinned phase) is knit directly off the spool by wrapping the wire around a knitting needle (3-10 mm in diameter) to form an interlacing network of adjacent loop-based unit cells. The wrapping process bends the wire to the point of plastic deformation, forcing the material into the de-twinned martensite phase. The material remains in the knitted configuration because of the plastic deformations of the wire and the interconnections of adjacent loops, which prohibit unraveling. Actuation of the active knit occurs when the textile is heated above the transition temperature of the SMA wire using a heat gun. As the bent wire straightens, recovering some of the plastic deformation induced during the knitting process, the active textile transforms into its three-dimensional configuration, which is governed by the hierarchical architecture of the active knit. The experimental characterization technique was established with the material properties in mind to characterize a variety of active knits to determine the breadth of actuator behaviors possible with the active knit architecture.
Level 1: knitted loops
The first level of the hierarchical architecture is composed of two basic knitted loops-knit and purl (figure 2)-which are the unit cells of the knit architecture. Both the knit and purl loops are unit cells made up of a loop, two legs, and a ridge (figures 2(b) and (c)). The loop is curved slightly more than 180 • , creating a tear-drop shape that forms the upper portion of the knit unit cell. The loop extends into the legs, where adjacent unit cells attach to one another. The ridge is the uppermost portion of the loop from the previous course (row); the intersecting ridge divides the loop from the legs. The feature that distinguishes between the loops is the location of the loop and legs with respect to the ridge. The knit loop (figure 2(b)) is created by passing through the loop in the previous course from the back to the front and is characterized by a forward loop and a rear ridge. The legs of the knit loop interlock with the ridge, and then extend behind the ridge. Since the ridge is in the rear for knit loops only the base of the loop is visible; the base of the knit loop appears as a 'V' like shape on the textile and is represented in the symbolic grid with a 'V' (a standard notation in traditional knitting-shown in figure 2(a) ). The purl loop is the opposite of the knit loop. The purl loop (figure 2(c)) is created by passing through the loop in the previous course from the front to the back and is characterized by a backward loop and a forward ridge. The legs of the purl loop interlock with the ridge, and then extend in front of the ridge. Because the ridge is in the front for purl loops it is visible; the ridge of the purl loop appears as a '-' like shape on the textile and is represented in the symbolic grid with a '-' (a standard notation in traditional knitting-shown in figure 2(d)). A purl loop on one side of the textile appears as a knit loop on the other side.
All knitted textiles (traditional and active) demonstrate extreme elasticity. This elasticity is a result of the curved loops, which allow bi-directional stretching as the loop is pulled height-wise or width-wise. In the case of SMA active knits, the SMA wire, which is nominally straight, is bent into the loop shape when in the cold, relatively soft martensite state. When heated to the relatively stiff austenite state, the wire attempts to straighten, opening the loop, resulting in a reduced loop height and a slightly increased loop width. When allowed to cool, the wire returns to the martensite state and the loop relaxes. The bending and straightening of the base fiber occurs in both knit and purl loops within knitted textiles-however, the knitted loop does not exist on its own and must be constrained in a knit pattern, grid pattern, or restructured grid to display this behavior. The unique loop structure of the knit architecture leverages the strain of the SMA wire, enabling the large distributed actuation strains of the active knit textile.
Level 2: knit patterns
The second level of the architectural hierarchy, the knit pattern, is defined by the homogeneous arrangement of the interlacing knit and purl loops within the knitting grid of orthogonal rows and columns. Knit patterns are nearly planar (i.e., they have a minimal out-of-plane thickness) textile swatches composed of multiple knitted (knit and/or purl) loops. The most basic knit pattern architecture is a knitting grid composed of a single type of loop (either all knit or all purl) called stockinette. Many other knit patterns are formed by combining both types of loops in striped patterns in the knitting grid: either vertical, horizontal, or diagonal combinations of knit and purl loops. The architecture of the knit pattern is composed of a homogeneous repeatable pattern and is defined by the type of knitted loops and location of adjacent knitted loops to one another within the knitting grid. To link the kinematic actuation motion to the knit pattern level of the active knit hierarchy prototypes of some basic knit patterns (stockinette, garter, welt, rib, and seed) were fabricated and their actuation behavior was experimentally observed.
Solid knit pattern-stockinette
The solid knit pattern is created with a single type of knitted loop (figure 3): either all knit loops (represented by 'V' in the symbolic grid-shown in figure 3(a) ) or all purls loops (represented by a '-' in the symbolic grid-not shown) appear in the knitting grid. There is only one type of solid knit pattern, stockinette, because a purl loop is the other side of a knit loop, and a solid pattern of purl loops is simply a solid pattern of knit loops on the reverse side. Therefore, either type of loop can be repeated to create the same knit loop pattern. The architecture of the stockinette knit pattern forms an asymmetric topology about the front and back of the textile; the front side of the textile is smooth and resembles columns of 'V's from the knit loops (figures 3(a) and (b)), whereas the back side has rows of ridges from the purl loops. The asymmetric topology results from pulling each course of knitted loops from the back of the previous course to the front, causing the loops to arch out of the plane because each course lies on an offset cylindrical surface ( figure 3(c) ).
The architecture of the solid knit pattern produces asymmetrical actuation motions of solid knit pattern active knits. During actuation, each course of loops attempts to straighten, forcing the shape of the loop to change because loops are constrained by adjacent courses of loops. The height of the loop is reduced which forces the ridges toward one another, causing the loops to bend even further out-of-plane. This out-of-plane bending propagates through the textile resulting in a slight rotation between each course of knitted loops ending in a tube-like structure. To demonstrate the out-of-plane bending provided by the solid knit pattern, a stockinette knit pattern prototype was constructed on 5.5 mm needles, using 10 mil wire and ten loops to create a prototype 12.5 cm long. Upon thermal actuation (heating above the material's phase transition temperature) the prototype, which is initially flat ( figure 3(d) ), rolls into a tight scroll with an outer diameter of 2 cm (figure 3(e)), reducing the length of the textile by 84%. The solid knit pattern of stockinette produces a bending moment that creates a unique rolling motion which could enable applications such as complex deployable structures.
Horizontally striped patterns-garter and welt
Horizontally striped patterns are created when courses of knit loops are alternated with courses of purl loops in the knitting grid. When a single course of knit loops is alternated with a single course of purl loops the horizontally striped knit loop pattern is called garter (figure 4). The architecture of the garter knit pattern results in a symmetric textile topology with consistent courses of horizontal ridges on each side of the textile (figures 4(a) and (b)). The alternating courses of knit and purl loops lie on angled planes (the loops are not arched out-of-plane as is the case for stockinette-as shown in figure 4(c) ). Garter knit pattern textiles are very elastic along the length of the textile as a result of the bent loops and angled planes. The architecture of the garter knit pattern produces nearly planar symmetrical actuation motions of garter knit pattern active knits. During actuation, the curved SMA fiber in each loop attempts to return to its original straight shape; causing the loops in each course to straighten and slip relative to each other in the plane in which they lie, reducing the total length of the textile. To demonstrate the contractile behavior, a rectangular garter prototype was created with 8 mil wire on 5.5 mm diameter needles yielding a prototype with ten loops in each course, for a total length of 14 cm. Upon thermal actuation, the prototype contracted in length by 70% while expanding laterally 80% (figures 4(d) and (e)). The symmetric garter knit loop pattern leverages the motion produced by knitted loops, providing considerable strain amplification, an order of magnitude over material strain alone, and could be used as a distributed planar contractile surface actuator for applications requiring large motions with compact packaging such as morphing structures.
Another horizontally striped knit pattern-welt-is created by alternating more than one course of knit loops with the same number of courses of purl loops (figure 5) in the knitting grid. This produces a m × m welt textile ( figure 5(a) ) with alternating rows of smooth surfaces ('V's) and rows of ridges ('-'s). The welt architecture is much like alternating a number of rows of forward stockinette with backward stockinette. The loops within the welt knit pattern arch slightly out-of-plane where the direction of the arching is determined by the type of loop (knit or purl) used in that segment of the welt.
The architecture of welt knit pattern produces symmetric actuation motions with some out-of-plane bending of welt knit pattern active knits. The textile, which initially lies flat, actuates into a corrugated shape of alternating arched rows, increasing the thickness of the textile while decreasing the total length of the textile. To demonstrate the corrugation actuation behavior, a 10 × 10 welt prototype (ten courses of knit alternating with ten courses of purl) was created using 8 mil wire, 5.5 mm knitting needles and five loops. Upon thermal actuation the welt provided enhanced contractions (67%) over the garter knit pattern as the loop contractions were coupled with the out-of-plane arching (figures 5(b) and (c)). Welt knit pattern active knit textiles provide out-of-plane surface displacements that can be used as surface texturizing actuators in addition to providing extremely large contractile motions.
Vertically striped patterns-rib
Vertically striped patterns, or rib knit patterns, are created by alternating wales (columns) of knit loops with wales of purl loops in the knitting grid ( figure 6 ). This produces a textile with symmetric columns (figures 6(a) and (b)), alternating between smooth columns of the front of stockinette (knit loops) and columns of ridges of the back of stockinette (purl loops). The knit loops and purl loops of the rib knit pattern arch out of the plane of the textile in different directions ( figure 6(c) ). A 1 × 1 rib alternates a single column of knit loops with a single column of purl loops, whereas an n × p rib knit pattern alternates n columns of knit loops with p columns of purl loops. The architecture of the striped rib knit pattern produces a series of connected planes in an accordion-like shape for active rib knit textiles. Initially, the columns of the textile lay flat in a nearly planar textile; however, the columns rotate relative to one another because the change in the leg position relative to the ridge creates angular movement, resulting in the accordion-like surface that has an increased thickness and decreased width. To demonstrate the accordion-like actuation behavior provided by active rib knit pattern textiles a 2 × 2 rib prototype was created using 15 mil wire, 5.5 mm needles and ten loops for a prototype that measured 6.5 cm long. The prototype transforms from planar ( figure 6(d) ) to a series of connected planes 45 • to one another (figure 6(e)), reaching a height of 2 cm while reducing the width by 40% with negligible change to the prototype length. The vertically striped knit pattern of rib creates a large distributed accordionlike motion that can provide controllable three-dimensional textures or act as an embeddable planar lift [69] .
Diagonally striped patterns-seed
Diagonally striped knit patterns are created with alternating diagonals of knit and purl loops in the knitting grid. One diagonally striped knit pattern is seed ( figure 7) . The seed knit pattern is created by alternating single knit and purl loops in the first course and in the adjacent course single purl loops are alternated with single knit loops ( figures 7(a)-(c) ). This creates an alternating pattern that results in a textile with checkerboard-like surface of smooth forward loops and rear ridges.
The architecture of the diagonally striped knit pattern produces a synclastically arching shape in active diagonal striped knit textiles. The arching is a result of each loop contracting horizontally and vertically while being constrained by the edges of the textile, causing the horizontally and vertically symmetric knit pattern to arch along the horizontal and vertical axes. To demonstrate the synclastic arching of diagonally striped active knits a seed prototype was produced with 5.5 mm needles using 15 mil wire with ten loops for a total length of 7.5 cm. When heated the length and width of the prototype did not change but curved, creating a nearly 180 • arch (figures 7(d) and (e)). The diagonally striped knit loop pattern creates a dome-shaped actuator that could be used to actively texture a surface or to produce gross three-dimensional reshaping of a surface.
Level 3: grid patterns
The third level of the knit hierarchy, grid patterns, is composed of regions of knit patterns that are arranged spatially across the knitting grid to form more complicated, heterogeneous patterns. By varying the knit patterns used across the knitting grid, different motions can be produced over different regions of the textile. The more complicated architectures of the grid patterns provide enhanced complexity and increased variety of available three-dimensional shape-changing behaviors as compared to a homogeneous knit pattern. A grid pattern is formed by connecting multiple regions of knit patterns (by connecting the edge loops of adjacent knit loop patterns) to form a larger and more complex textile with regionally varied surface topologies. Combining different knit loop patterns into grid patterns constructs knit textiles that are capable of generating complex motions by producing different behaviors in different actuation areas. The most basic combination knit loop pattern distribution is formed by synthesizing two knit patterns across a single textile. To demonstrate the grid pattern level of the active knit hierarchy, a prototype made using 12 mil wire and 6.5 mm needles with eight loops was constructed of stockinette for 6 cm and rib for 6 cm ( figure 8(a) ). The unique combination of the rib and stockinette knit loop pattern causes one side of the prototype to accordion while the other side flips over to cover the accordioned portion (figures 8(b) and (c)). Combining knit loop patterns in a knit loop pattern distribution is a powerful tool that produces textiles that create controllable complex three-dimensional motions distributed heterogeneously over an entire surface forming variable surface actuators.
Level 4: restructured grids
The fourth level of the hierarchical architecture, restructured grids, refers to how loops in the textile are connected in modified knitting grids. Knit patterns and grid patterns, which are created row-wise in a back-and-forth manner to form a grid of rows and columns of loops, are planar and rectangular. However, other textile shapes can be produced by connecting loops in non-orthogonal restructured knitting grids. Using restructured grids creates knitted structures with varied internal connections or modified boundary conditions resulting in textiles that focus, shape, and leverage the mechanical behavior of the underlying knits, producing new behaviors and enhancing the kinematic performance. This section describes four ways of restructuring the grid-post-knitting connections, course-wise restructuring, grid cell merging, and re-ordered grids.
Post-knitting connection
Post-knitting connections are operations done on one or more knit textiles after the knitting process has been completed. Typically, post-knitting connections involve connecting two edges to one another, thus creating a three-dimensional structure (much in the way a knitted garment is created from flat knit pieces). The act of connecting the edges bends the textile, which forms a restructured grid that it is no longer composed of planar orthogonal rows and columns. The result of the restructured grid is a textile that has a three-dimensional structure that can further leverage the underlying behavior of the knit pattern or grid pattern used in the construction of the textile. While any edge of a textile could be connected to another edge of the same textile (top to bottom, left to right, bottom to left, etc), both of the examples given in this section use a top to bottom connection, which forms a belt.
One example of a post-knitting connection is a stockinette belt ( figure 9(a) ) which is created by joining the first and last course of a stockinette textile, forming a three-dimensional tube. The post-knitting connection of the stockinette belt bends the knitted loops, increasing the out-of-plane curvature to approach that of the actuated state of the stockinette knit pattern. During actuation, the wire in the knitted loops tries to straighten, and, because the loops are already bent, the straightening of the wire results in a change in width of the belt with negligible changes to the diameter of the belt. To demonstrate this post-knitting connection, a stockinette belt prototype (12 mil wire on 8 mm needles over eight loops for 12 cm) was created by seaming the top and bottom of the planar textile to create a tube. Upon thermal actuation the stockinette belt is able to lift 1.8 N in the wale-wise direction while expanding to four times its length with little change to the belt diameter (figures 9(b) and (c)). This connection is another set of boundary conditions that allows relatively little material to do a huge amount of work in a small package size. The post-connected stockinette belt amplifies the intrinsic material strain by two orders of magnitude while preserving its ability to produce useful forces, producing a tubular structure that provides support to the otherwise flexible sheet that could be used to create deployable space structures.
Another example of post-knitting connection is a garter belt ( figure 9(d) ), which is created by joining the first and last course of a garter knit pattern textile. Connecting the ends transforms the textile from planar to tubular, inducing slight curvature along the length of the loops. Because the base knit pattern is garter, the primary motion of the belt is contraction. Joining the top and bottom edges of the contractile textile forms a belt that contracts in diameter during actuation. To demonstrate this, a garter knit pattern belt prototype was created from a textile made with 8 mil wire on 6.5 mm knitting needles over five loops until it was 45 cm long by connecting the first and last course of the textile. The knit acted as a contractile belt reducing the diameter from 7 to 3.3 cm, reducing the cross sectional area of the belt by 78%, and slightly expanding the belt width (figures 9(e) and (f)). The connected garter structure could be used as a smart Figure 9 . Restructured grid-post-knitting connection. Post-knitting connections can be used to create active knit belts. (a) A stockinette grid pattern is connected along the top and bottom of the prototype to form a stockinette belt which (b) actuates from the initially compressed martensite state to (c) lift the applied load in the expanded austenite state. (d) A garter grid pattern is connected along the top and bottom of the prototype to form a garter belt which (e) actuates from the initially expanded cylinder in the martensite state to (f) a contracted cylinder in the austenite state. The post-knitting connection restructures the knitting grid to form a structure that further leverages the kinematic behavior of the foundation knit pattern. mechanical transmission belt or could be used as a parallel actuator to increase the load supported by the actuator.
Course-wise restructuring
Course-wise restructuring is an alternative knitting order that uses a restructured grid to connect the side edge loops across the textile during the knitting process (rather than after knitting as is the case for post-knitting connections) to form a three-dimensional structure. Course-wise restructuring is accomplished using circular knitting, a method in which each course of knit loops are knit over the previous course creating a helical pattern of interlacing adjacent loops. The knit loops in course-wise restructured textiles are skewed (asymmetric) because a single course is helically connected as opposed to the orthogonal rows and columns of loops formed using simple orthogonal knitting grids. Active knits created using course-wise restructured grids produce three-dimensional textiles that are constrained by the helically connected knitted loops, and produce novel out-of-plane actuation motions-a result of the skewed, asymmetric knitted loops of the restructured grid.
An I-cord is a type of textile that can be created using a course-wise restructured grid ( figure 10(a) ). Active I-cords are created by circularly knitting with a single SMA fiber to create a long thin seamless three-dimensional tube that provide simultaneous contraction and rotation upon actuation. Traditionally, I-cord textiles have a base knit pattern of stockinette. Stockinette I-cords are asymmetric about the inside and outside of the cylinder: The outside of the tube is smooth because of the forward loops (similar to the front of a stockinette knit pattern), while the inside of the cylinder has a continuous spiraling ridge (similar to the back of a stockinette knit pattern). For thinner I-cords, where each pass of the helix consists of a small number of loops, the straight knit tube spirals into a tight helix when actuated, increasing the diameter of the textile while reducing the length. As the individual loops are heated they shrink in height and increase in width. The width increase propagates through the textile altering the angle between knitted loops which creates the helical shape. To demonstrate the helical actuation behavior of course-wise restructured grids an I-cord prototype was made by helically knitting three loops of 8 mil wire on 3 mm diameter needles using stockinette knit pattern until the prototype was 25 cm long. The 0.2 cm diameter seamless tube at room temperature ( figure 10(b) ) spiraled to a maximum coil diameter of 0.8 cm while reducing in length by 70% when exposed to heat above the transition temperature ( figure 10(c) ). By restructuring the grid at the course-wise level, I-cord textiles provide extreme contraction at a point and act as a unique type of torque generator that can produce huge rotations in a very thin package.
Grid cell merging
Merging grid cells decreases the number of loops in a course, forming a restructured grid that results in textiles with complex, non-rectangular shapes. Decreasing the number of knitted loops in a course through grid cell merging is a technique often used in complex patterns to create three-dimensional draping textiles, as in the shoulder of a sweater. Active knits created using grid cell merging not only produce textiles with non-rectangular shapes, they provide unique actuation motions unattainable by knit patterns or grid patterns alone. For example, a triangular textile is one possible textile shape that can be created using grid cell merging. Triangular textiles are created by decreasing the number of loops in each course by one. These decreases occur along the edges of the textile, modifying the boundary conditions. The added boundary condition modifies the behavior of the base knit pattern active knits by constraining the edges to curl as two loops are twisted to occupy the same cell in the knitting grid.
To demonstrate the kinematic behavior of grid cell merged active knits, a triangular textile was created ( figure 11(a) ) using 10 mil wire and 6 mm needles with 14 loops. The textile was knit using the garter knit pattern and at the beginning of each course, two loops were knit together, decreasing the number of loops by one at the start of each course, creating a triangle with a height of 6 cm ( figure 11(b) ). Upon actuation, the height of the triangle decreases (characteristic of the garter knit pattern) and the two base corners curl, one upward and one downward ( figure 11(c) ). The legs bend in different directions because of the alternating boundary conditions, a result of knitting loops together in each course on alternating sides of the prototype. By controlling the boundary conditions though manipulation of the shape of the actuator, new complex three-dimensional motions can be achieved and alternative complex actuator shapes are realized, neither of which have been possible through other actuation strategies.
Re-ordered grids
Re-ordered grids change the local connectivity of knitted loops within a knit textile. In knit patterns and grid patterns the row and column adjacency of the knitted loops is maintained. A re-ordered grid forms a restructured grid, modifying the connectivity of the rows and/or columns and resulting in loops that are crossed into different columns or loops that are stretched into different rows. One example of this is cabling, which is a method of attaching adjacent regions of knit pattern together by overlapping the edge loops of each adjacent pattern such that the order of two sets of columns in the earlier rows is reversed. The overlapping of the loops creates a torque within the textile causing it to twist about the vertical axis. This twisting occurs because the crossing of the loops pulls opposite corners of the textile toward one another, generating rotation about the length of the textile.
To demonstrate the actuation behavior of a re-ordered grid active knit a cable was created by overlapping the four centermost loops in every sixth course of a textile made with a stockinette knit loop pattern ( figure 12(a) ). This cable prototype was made using 8 mil wire, 5.5 mm needles, and 12 loops for a total of 13 cm. The top of the rectangular prototype ( figure 12(b) ) remains in position while the bottom edge bends upward by 90 • and rotates 90 • about the vertical axis ( figure 12(c) ), providing a combined bending and torsion. Re-ordering the cells within the knitting grid creates a restructured grid that produces tailorable motions that are not available from the basic knit loop patterns alone.
Conclusions
The hierarchical architecture of active knits provides opportunities to leverage the motions produced in the base smart material fiber to generate large, complex, three-dimensional motions with varied distribution over the surface of the textile. The four-level hierarchy (knitted loops, knit patterns, grid patterns, and restructured grids) was introduced and experimental examples were provided (summarized in table 1) to demonstrate the advancing complexity of actuation behaviors (table 2). The first level of the hierarchical architecture, knitted loops, acts as the unit cell of the knitting grid and produces large strains as the bent loops leverage the strain of the foundational wire. The second level of the hierarchy, knit patterns, forms homogeneous patterns of adjacent knit and purl loops across the knitting grid that interact to provide three-dimensional actuation motions such as rolling, contraction, accordion, and arching. The third level, grid patterns, combines multiple knit patterns to form heterogeneous patterns across the knitting grid which affords complex and controlled three-dimensional actuation motions across different areas of the textile. The fourth level, restructured grids, restructures the knitting grid by forming both uniquely shaped and three-dimensionally structured textiles that leverage the behavior of knit patterns and grid patterns to provide new three-dimensional actuation motions distributed across a surface and throughout a structure such as deployable tubes, contractile belts, coiling tubes, triangular actuators, and twisting surfaces. This kinematic active knit hierarchy study has shown that the basic architectural element, the knitted loop, may be transformed in innumerable ways, providing myriad novel complex distributed motions through the discovery of additional architectural manipulations. This classification and illustration of representative active knits provides a useful catalog of a variety of complex motion capabilities and delivers insight that aids in the understanding and design of this new actuation paradigm to meet growing actuation needs. Table 1 . Summary of prototypes and experimental results. Representative prototypes of each hierarchical level were manufactured according to design parameters (wire diameter, needle diameter, number of loops, and prototype length) and experimentally tested, resulting in the described actuation motion.
Level Expands upon the behavior of knit patterns and grid patterns to create new three-dimensional actuation motions distributed across a surface and throughout a structure
